
Eco-1st Bamboo retractable banner stand is as
beautiful as it is eco friendly.  Created from sustainable
bamboo resources and outfitted with MicroKnit
recycled graphics, Bamboo retractable is the ultimate
convergence in style, quality and global responsibility.
MicroKnit recycled graphics use the water based
Kaleidoscope Select process to produce crisp, brightly
colored images.  Sharp flat recycled fabric graphics
and gorgeously finished natural bamboo hardware
project this retractable into a class of it’s own.
Whether you are meeting your organizations green
initiatives, exercising your own awareness or simply
looking for a great looking retractable stand, the
Bamboo is a great choice!

Bamboo Retractable Bannerstand

eco-1st

Product dimensions:
Open:   32.5”w x 81.5”h x 8”d
Collapsed:   8” x 3.5” x 32.5”
Product weights:
Hardware:   11.7lbs
Hardware & Graphic:   12.25lbs
Graphics Dimensions:
Print: 31.5” x 84”
Live: 31.5” x 78.75”
Final: 31.5” x 84”



Eco-1st Bamboo L-Stand is as beautiful as it is eco
friendly.  Created from sustainable bamboo resources
and outfitted with MicroKnit recycled graphics,
Bamboo L-Stand is the ultimate convergence in
style, quality and global responsibility.  MicroKnit
recycled graphics use the water based Kaleidoscope
Select process to produce crisp, brightly colored
images.  Sharp flat recycled fabric graphics and
gorgeously finished natural bamboo hardware project
this display into a class of it’s own.  Combine
several L-Stands to create a green friendly backwall
that will compete with the best looking options on
the market.  Whether you are meeting your
organizations green initiatives, exercising your own
awareness or simply looking for a great looking
simple banner stand or full backwall system the
Bamboo L-Stand is a great choice!

Bamboo L-Stand

Product dimensions:
Open:   32.25”w x 79.5”h x 16”d
Collapsed:   32.375” x 5.25“ diameter
Product weights:
Hardware:   5.4lbs
Hardware & Graphic:   5.85lbs
Graphics Dimensions:
Print: 31.5” x 78.75”
Live: 31.5” x 78.75”
Final: 31.5” x 78.75”
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